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ABSTRACT high speed and high throughput requirements of many appli-
A hardware efficient approach is introduced for elementary cations. The current trend is to implement these functions

function evaluations in certain structured matrix computations. in hardware using lookup table (LUT) based schemes. Such

It is a comprehensive approach that utilizes lookup tables for schemes are usually area-efficient since the memory is much

compactness, employs interpolations with adders and multi- denser than logic modules such as adders and multipliers [1].
pliers for their adaptivity to non-tabulated values and, more In many scientific applications, stringent accuracy require-
distinctively, exploits the function properties and the matrix ments have to be met while still using fast lookup schemes
structures to claim better control over numerical dynamic and small lookup tables. Higher-accuracy evaluation typically
ranges. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach requires a finer sampling for table entries and hence a larger
with simulation and synthesis results on evaluating, in par- table. In fact, the table size grows exponentially with the in-

ticular, the cosine function, the exponential function and the crease in the accuracy requirements. For instance, a direct
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. lookup implementation of bessel JO function for the input dy-

namic range of [0, 100], requires about 4 MB of table memory,
which is larger than typical memory capacities in present day

Keywords: digital arithmetic, elementary fu n eFPGAs. Although recent advances in VLSI technology have
tiontal dookup, sruturetic,ese ometarictiolng made memory cheaper, the memory space utilization still re-

mains one of the most pressing challenges in system design.
This is because the increase in data space requirements of ap-

1.t INTRODUCTIONplications far exceeds the increase in the memory capacities.
Thus innovative techniques need to be developed for satisfy-Matrix operations are fundamentaltonmanysignalfproceng ing the conflicting requirements of large accuracy and small

applications and problems pertaining to scientific and engi- talsie
neering studies. In many cases, matrix element evaluations Tiser
comprise the bulk of the computations. This is because the fic pooku tablesba semes fore ena fnin
numerical evaluation of elementary functions or transcenden- l

evaluation. In particular, we have used the techniques for ef-
tallyfunctnsive.thatcaraerizhenumberthesemtielmen tatsiosu ficiently evaluating trigonometric functions, square-root ex-ally expensive. Moreover the number of these computations
could be very large - sometimes as large as 106 for the N- traction, logarithmic exponential function, and more complex

functions such as the Bessel functions. The approach enablesbody interaction problems such as those in particle dynamics us to satisfy the accuracy constraints as well as the architec-in astrophysics, molecular modeling and quantum chemistry. tural constraints of area and memory size. The proposed ap-Hence efficient techniques are required for evaluation of these
proach first designs a LUT scheme that satisfies the given ac-functions.fuconventionally,selementary.function evaluation hasbeen curacy requirement by choosing linear interpolation and suit-Conventionally, elementary function evaluation has been abesmlndnit.Ithn oifstismpmnain

done in software. However, the overhead in latency associ-
-A.'1- .- -0- _- I -- -

to meet the area and memory constraints by using a combi-ated with such implementations iS often too large to meet the nainothflowgtotenqusTefrttcnqe

tThis work is supported by a grant from DARPA W9ll1NF-05-1-0248 trades-off memory size with logic resources by varying the
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interpolation degree. The second technique, known as geo- the transformed function over the target set T. Notice that
metric tiling, first clusters the input data into tiles according the matrix rows and columns are indexed with corresponding
to their dynamic range and then operates on each tile sequen- target and source locations ti and sj respectively. Section 3
tially. This technique results in smaller sized lookup-tables describes the techniques that exploit the geometric properties
at the expense of a pre-processing cost. The final scheme is of structured matrices for efficient computation of interaction
guaranteed to meet all the three constraints of area, memory function K(ti, sj).
size and accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as below. In section 2 2.2. Reduction in lookup table size
we start with a basic description of structured matrices fol-
lowed by existing approaches for reduction in memory size. We introduce first certain pre-processing, interpolation schemes
In section 3 we describe our approach to exploit the geometric and post-processing steps which help in reduction of the size
structures of the kernel functions in matrix evaluations. We of the lookup tables.
then describe the proposed approach to design efficient LUT In preprocessing, the dynamic range of the input can be
scheme. We demonstrate in section 4 the effectiveness of our reduced by folding or/and scaling [4] [5]. In folding, when
approach. Finally, in section 5, we provide conclusions. applicable, the entire dynamic range of the input is mapped

onto a much smaller range. For trigonometric functions, for

2. PRELIMINARIES example, the folding can be based on the trigonometric iden-
tities such as

2.1. Structured matrices: geometric structures sin(2nh + u) sin(u), cos(2nw + u) cos(u);
Matrices used in scientific applications have a certain struc- sin(2u) = 2 sin(u) cos(u), cos(2u) = 2 cos2(u) - 1. (2)
ture. These matrices are typically a linear or linearized con-
volutional transform on two discrete, finitely bounded data For the exponential function, we may use aX' a/2= a/2
sets. Let K(t, s) be the kernel function of a convolutional to reduce the initial range by a factor of 2, at the expense of a
transform. Let T and S denote, respectively, the target set shift in the input and a multiplication at the output. For some
and source set of sample points at which the kernel function other functions such as power functions, one may use multi-
is sampled and evaluated, in T, S C R3. The discrete trans- plicative change in the input variable, i.e., variable scaling to
form becomes reduce the dynamic range,

g(ti) = E (t - sj) f(sj), ti e T. (1) '3= (X/C)'3. (3)
Si ES

The power functions include in particular the division (Q
We give a few examples for transform kernel functions. -1) and the square root (Q = 1/2). The folding and scaling

For the gravitational interaction, the kernel function is essen- can be performed in either hardware or software. Equation (3)
tially 1/ t - s 1 , i.e., the interaction between a particle located already includes the scaling recovery in the post-processing,
at t and a particle at s is reciprocally proportional to their where c3 is pre-selected and pre-evaluated. Both folding,
Euclidean distance. The square-root extraction is therefore scaling, their reverse operations, and the associated overhead
needed. This kernel function is used to describe Newtonian shall be taken into consideration in the design and develop-
particle interactions from molecular dynamics to galaxy dy- ment of table construction and lookup,
namics as well as electro-static interactions [2]. Kernel func- Between the preprocessing and postprocessing, the table
tions of the form eikjjt-sjj/lt - s appears in 3D image pro- lookups may be tightly coupled with interpolations to adap-
cessing based on computational electromagnetics. This re- tively meet accuracy requirements without increasing the ta-
quires the evaluation of cosine and sine functions, in addi- ble size. A simple example is the approximation of a function
tion to the square-root extraction. This function may be trans- f at a non-entry value x by a linear interpolation of two tab-
formed into the zero-order Bessel functions of the first kind ulated neighbor values f(xi) and f(X2) such that x1 < x <
for certain 2D image processing problems [3]. These func- X2,
tions are smooth except that eikjtSj/ t - s has a singular f() f(XI) + f(X2) - f(XI) (x- x (4)
point at t = s, is translation invariant, and vanishes at infinity. X - XI

The equations in (1) can be represented in a matrix form If higher accuracy is required, one may use a higher-degree
g(T) = K(T, S) f(S), interpolation scheme, such as the Taylor interpolation scheme.

According to Taylor's theorem [6] [7], a function f at x can
where, the vector f(S) is a given function defined on the beapproximatedbyaTaylor polynomialofdegree,
source set 5, the matrix K(T, 5) is the aggregation of point- n (k(/c)
point interaction over the target set and the source set and T (x) vv (° tzh
represents the cluster-cluster interaction. The vector g (T) is nZ k! - °'' 5
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where x0 indicates a sampling point, the function is assumed R | IROMM
smooth enough at x0 to warrant the existence of the deriva-
tives f(k) (x) at x0. The approximation error is described as|
follows,

fn.)(())(_On+l)(x)
p *Wa*tionpolau0r |i>tio a

Rn(X)~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~(_X= nl . 6

where ((x) is between x0 and x. One determines from the er-
ror estimates the minimal approximation degree n, taking into
consideration the sample space between table entries and the (a) Plain Tiling (b) Geometric Tiling
behavior of the higher order derivatives. The formation of the
Taylor polynomial in equation 5 requires not only tabulating Fig. 1. Random and localized lookup table accesses in case
f (xo) but also the derivatives at x0 up to the n order. of (a) plain tiling and (b) geometric tiling.

3. EFFICIENT LUT SCHEME the target particles and source particles in box Bi. This parti-
cle clustering scheme induces a virtual partition of the inter-

We introduce in this section our approach for designing ef- action matrix into 8 x 8 tiles (sub-matrices). The (i, j) tile
ficient lookup table based schemes for evaluating structured is K(Ti, Sj), the interaction matrix between clusters Ti and
matrices. We first present a new matrix partition or tiling Sj. This tile is empty if one of the clusters is empty. For the
scheme, called geometric tiling, followed by its use in de- case illustrated in Figure 2, the 8 x 8 virtual partition renders
signing efficient look up schemes. a 2 x 2 partition of the interaction matrix (with the zero par-

titions omitted) where the particle-particle interactions with

3.1. Geometric tiling similar values are grouped into one partition.

Conventional matrix partitioning technique, or plain tiling, as
it is often called, partitions the matrix into smaller blocks. It
is typically used to enhance cache performance while evalu-
ating large matrices. We introduce a new tiling scheme called -------

geometric tiling, which partitions the matrices based on their --------------
geometric and numeric structures. It also enhances cache per-
formance but has other advantages which make it suitable for -----

....

LUTbasedschemes. ------------- ------------

First we start with a very simplistic, one dimensional view
of geometric tiling. Assume that the input data lies between Fig. 2. Two sample clusters located in two sub-divided re-
the interval [a,b]. If the input is processed in the order in gions
which it is received, it results in random accesses to the lookup
table as shown in Figure 1(a). Next consider a clustering As a result of geometric tiling, structured matrices exhibit
scheme where the input dynamic range interval is subdivided the following properties -
into n sub-intervals ortiles [(a, t1), (tl, t2), ..., (tj,tj+), ..., 1. Reduction of dynamic range at the input of function
(tn_-, b)] and the input data is clustered into these tiles. If evaluation. Computing pairwise difference (t - s) and dis-
the tiles are processed one by one, the lookup table access is tance t - s is common to the class of convolutional kernel
localized, see Figure 1(b). This fundamental property of geo- functions we are interested in. If we partition the matrix into
metric tiling to limit the distributed range of numerical values two tiles on each dimension as shown in Figure 2, the differ-
per tile and the dynamic range of the distance between tiles, ence t - s between any source-target pair (t, s) in the same
helps in reducing computational resource consumption as de- sub-box is less than, or at most equal to, half of the maximum
scribed later in this section. particle-to-particle difference in the big box, in each and ev-

In practice, the concept of geometric data clustering can ery component in the magnitude.
easily be extended to matrices as follows. Imagine that all 2. Reduction of dynamic range at the output of function
the particles, the sources and targets, are bounded in a box evaluation. Consider Figure 3, where target and source tiles
B (see Figure 2). Specifically, the box B is subdivided into are shown in i and j dimensions respectively and the height
eight non-overlapping smaller boxes of equal size, Bo, B1, of the tile (in k dimension) is used to represent the interaction
B2, up to B7. Each and every particle falls into one of the strength of the source-target pairs. We observe that for each
smaller boxes. Denote by Ti and Si the respective clusters of tile, the interaction strength is at the same level. This is be-
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cause the interaction functions considered here, such as those matrix-vector operations. These reductions have a direct im-
in section 2.1, are smooth and the input to these functions pact on the area and power requirements of the design.
has limited numerical range in each tile. Conventional tiling 3. Certain preprocessing and postprocessing techniques,
scheme would not show similar pattern because particles with such as input scaling and input folding, can be applied effi-
near and far distances are scattered in each tile. ciently after using geometric tiling. The input folding param-

eter n and input scaling parameter /3 (see equations 2 & 3)
need not be calculated for every particle-particle interaction,

k(tiJS) as in the case of plain tiling. Instead they are computed only
ti60g0'li$2BllW'.z.2 +3once for each tile and reused for all particle-particle interac-

tions within a tile.
Overhead: Geometric tiling requires pre-processing of

input data to bin them into tiles based on their numerical
value. Fortunately, this overhead is linearly proportional to
the total number of the particles, which is smaller than the to-
tal number of the interaction entries by an order of magnitude.
Additionally, if the reloading of LUT segment and function
evaluation do not overlap, then it may have an adverse im-
pact on the latency of the design. However, the use of dual
buffers for LUT memory can easily avoid this at the expense

Fig. 3. The numerical landscape of a large matrix that has of additional memory and associated control circuitry.
been partitioned using geometric tiling.

3.3. Proposed LUT scheme

We now present our approach for designing an efficient LUT
3.2. Impact of geometric tiling on lookup schemes based kernel evaluation scheme, given the area and memory

The impact of geometric tiling on development of efficient constraints of the target architecture.
LUT schemes is summarized as follows.

1. The reduced dynamic range at the input of kernel eval- Algorithm 1 Efficient LUT scheme
uation helps to achieve the same accuracy with smaller num- Input: Kernel function, user specifications such as input dy-
ber of lookup table entries though the sampling density is the namic range, accuracy, area and memory size constraints.
same. Further, geometric tiling scheme can also be utilized Output: LUT scheme that satisfies the area, memory and ac-
to reduce the hardware cost. Consider the situation where the curacy specifications.
memory for a LUT is very limited. In this case, the numerical Procedure:
range of the input parameters in successive cycles should be 1: Plain tiling based kernel implementation using linear in-
kept small. Geometric tiling enables the entire range of the terpolation such that accuracy constraints are satisfied.
input to be segmented into small tiles that helps to meet the 2: if Memory size is not sufficient then
spatial constraint as well as the numerical accuracy require- 3: Increase the degree of interpolation and decrease the
ment. sampling density ensuring that accuracy constraints

2. The restricted dynamic range of the inputs inside each are not violated.
tile and across tiles, increases the data locality at the output as 4: end if
well. If geometric tiling is utilized, when we apply lookup ta- 5: if Area constraints are not met then
ble for the function evaluation, only one segment of the table 6: Decrease the degree of interpolation and increase the
needs to be loaded for processing a tile. In fact, this segment sampling density ensuring that accuracy constraints
may be loaded once and used by many tiles with the same are not violated.
range. Specifically, we organize the tiles according to their 7: Apply Geometric tiling by choosing proper number
numerical ranges. We then traverse the tiles and accumulate of tiles.
the submatrix-vector products in increasing order of their lev- 8: end if
els. For instance in Figure 3, the tiles on the main diagonal are
at the same level and are traversed in successive cycles. Such The above algorithm first implements the kernel function
a traversal can reduce the variation in numerical range of the using linear interpolation such that the accuracy constraints
output across tiles. At the hardware level, this reduces the bit- are met. Next it checks whether the current implementation
width requirements of registers that are used for storing out- meets the memory constraints or not. If not, it modifies the
puts and the intermediate values. It also reduces the bit-width current implementation by iteratively increasing the degree of
requirements for accumulation logic required for performing interpolation and decreasing the sampling density such that
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memory constraints are just met. The modified implementa- done by varying the degree of Taylor interpolation polyno-
tion is then checked against the area constraints. If it fails to mial.
meet the area constraints, the degree of interpolation is iter- We use Bessel function as a test example. The results are
atively reduced and the sampling density increased such that shown in Table 1. Each individual configuration is labeled
area constraints are just met. The resulting implementation TIn where n stands for the interpolation degree.
may now violate memory constraints. This is now corrected
by applying geometric tiling scheme. Suitable number of tiles

Table 1. Results of varying degrees of LUT based interpolationare chosen to segment the table memory such that each seg- implementation of Jo (x)
ment meets the required memory constraints. The implemen- Configuration TIo TI1 TI2 TI8
tation so obtained meets all the area, memory and accuracy Degree n 0 1 2 8
constraints required by the target application. Aoperation ddt 3 6 8 27

oeain Mult * 1 3 6 31
LUT #entries 1.6e+6 12802 2403 864

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS size 4.3MB 34.4kB 6.45kB 2.32kB
Occupied slices N.A. 382 716 4416

We present in this section, the primary simulation and synthe- 18 x 18bit multipliers N.A. 12 24132
presults tode honstrate theeffectofthe proposedandpsthe- Power(mW)@125MHz N.A. 804 866 1664

sis results to demonstrate the effect of the proposed approach. Max.abs.eff 1.83e-5 1.65e-5 1.77e-5 2.86e-5
We show the experimental results for three functions cos(x),
e-x and Jo(x). The direct lookup scheme TI0 uses a table whose size is

The setup for the experiments is as follows. The func- so large that it cannot simply fit into a single XC2VP100 de-
tions are evaluated using the method described in section 3 vice. The large table size was due to a very high sampling
and mapped to Xilinx FPGA. The synthesis environment con- density that was required in order to achieve the high accu-
sists of Synplify Pro 6.2 and Xilinx ISE 8.2i. The target plat- racy. The Taylor polynomial interpolation scheme with de-
form is a Xilinx Virtex2Pro-100 device. Each XC2VP100 de- gree 1 (TI1) significantly reduces the table size, though it
vice consists of 444 blocks of Block SelectRAM, 18Kb each requires additional multipliers and adders. If we further in-
in size, so the total available BRAM is 7,992Kb or 999KB. crease the degree of Taylor polynomial, for example config-
After synthesis and physical mapping, the power is estimated urations TI2 and TI8, the table size can be further reduced.
using XPower. In the tables that follow, However, this requires additional computational resources, thereby

* the number of operations represent computations, ex- increasing both area and power. In fact, very high degree of

pressed in terms of additions and multiplications for interpolation (as in TI8) is not beneficial since the reduction
in memory is limited but the cost in other resources such as
area and power consumption is significantly high.

* area is reported in terms of number of occupied slices
and 18 x 1 8bit multipliers 4.2. Memory size reduction due to proposed approach

* memory size is expressed both as number of table en- Next we present the simulation and synthesis results that show
tries to store coefficients in the terms in equation 5 and the reduction in memory size and other logic resources, due
as actual size of the memory to the combined use of geometric tiling and LUT based in-

terpolation schemes. We use GT and PT to denote geometric
* power consumption is measured assuming 125 MHz tiling and plain tiling respectively.

clock and 12.5% activity factor for all the inputs

The accuracy result is computed in Matlab. The error val- Table 2. LUT implementations of Jo (x) with geometric tiling
. Function Jo(x) Plain Geometricues, reported in the tables below, represent the largest devi- ConftionJPT aPT Get

ation between the fixed point implementation and its double Configurateen P8, P2 GT3
precision counterpart. The distributed range of the particles Add + 27 8 8
in the target set T and the source set S, for cos(x) and Jo(x) # operation Mult * 31 6 6
is (0, 100), and for e-x is (0, 10). Each set contains 5K parti- # entries 864 2403 282
cles. The sample points for generating the lookup table entries Lookup table size 2.32kB 6.45kB 0.76kB
are uniformly distributed in their specific ranges. Occupied slices 4416 716 766

18 x 18bit multipliers 132 24 24
4.1. Memory size reduction by interpolation Pwrm)@2Mz 16 6 9

Max.abs.err 2.86e-5 1.77e-5 3.24e-6
First we present results to demonstrate how we can trade-off
memory size by utilizing additional logic resources. This is In Table 2 we present the implementation results for the
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Jo (x) function. The accuracy requirement of the application
is of the order of 10-5. Assume that the target architecture Table 4. LUT implementations of ex with geometric tiling

Function e-x Geometric Plainimposes the constraints of maximum available size of 3KB Configuration GT7 PT8 PT9
for the table size and IK for the number of occupied slices. Taylor degree n 3 3 9
Configuration TI1, corresponding to the degree 1 of Taylor Add + 7 7 13
polynomial interpolation scheme (see Table 1), achieves the # operation Mult * 5 5 17
accuracy constraints but violates the memory constraint. Step # entries 81
2 of the Algorithm 1 requires that the interpolation degree Lookup table size 25B 223B 25B
be increased which yields the configuration PT1 in Table 2. Occupied slices 579 538 1862
However such high degree of interpolation results in an im- 18 x l8bit multipliers 20 20 68
plementation which violates the area constraint. The degree Power(mW) @125MHz 843 820 1113
of interpolation is lowered but the accuracy requirement de- Max.abs.err 4.00e-5 4.06e-5 4.45e-5
mands a large table size that again violates the memory con-
straint, see PT2. So geometric tiling based scheme GT3 is
applied. It uses lower degree of interpolation (degree 3 in this GT7 with respect to accuracy, area and power, at the cost of 9
table) and thus fewer slices and multipliers, fewer number of times larger lookup table size. PT9 has the same lookup table
lookup table entries and so smaller memory. In GT3, the nu- size and similar accuracy as GT7 but costs 30% more power
merical range of each particle set has been partitioned into and 3 times larger area.
50 tiles of equal size. Note that the choice of the number of
tiles is a function of the available memory, the required accu- 5. CONCLUSION
racy and the acceptable overhead for loading segments of the
lookup table into local memory. This paper introduces a new comprehensive approach for de-

Next, we present two more functions to show that the ge- signing efficient lookup table based schemes for function eval-
ometric tiling based scheme always results in reduced hard- uations in certain structured matrix computations. Specifi-
ware cost with better or at least comparable accuracy. We did cally, the existing lookup table based schemes are combined
not include the implementation results that incorporate fold- with a new data clustering scheme called geometric tiling.
ing and scaling due to space limitations. This integrated approach has been demonstrated to success-

fully satisfy the accuracy, area and memory size requirements
for the evaluation of trigonometric functions, exponential func-

Table 3. LUT implementations of cos(x) with geometric tiling tion and the Bessel function. It brings forth great opportu-
Function cos(x) Geometric Plain nities for performance enhancement and optimization in the
Configuration GT4 PT5 PT6 algorithm-architecture co-design space.
Taylor degree n 3 3 9

# operation Adult+ 7 7 1 6. REFERENCES
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